
Belted Galloways in North Texas

At The Ranch

CELINA, TX, UNITED STATES, May 22, 2023

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Nick Ogilvie, Owner of Luxe

Blades Artificial Turf Company, Releases

Comprehensive Guide on Belted Galloway Cows:

"Texan Beef: A Beginner's Guide to Raising Belted

Galloway Cows"

Nick Ogilvie, a respected entrepreneur and owner of

Luxe Blades Artificial Turf Company, is delighted to

announce the release of his latest book, "Texan Beef:

A Beginner's Guide to Raising Belted Galloway Cows."

This comprehensive guide offers invaluable insights

and practical advice for individuals interested in the

unique breed known as Belted Galloways, a passion

project that Ogilvie pursues on his property in Celina,

Texas.

Nick Ogilvie, renowned for his expertise in the artificial

turf industry, has a lesser-known but equally

passionate hobby – raising Belted Galloway cattle.

Situated on his property in the scenic town of Celina,

Ogilvie has devoted himself to the preservation and promotion of this exceptional breed.

Through "Texan Beef," he aims to bring awareness to Belted Galloway cattle in the cattle industry

and provide aspiring farmers with a comprehensive resource to successfully raise and manage

these remarkable animals.

"Texan Beef: A Beginner's Guide to Raising Belted Galloway Cows" serves as a comprehensive

roadmap for both beginners and seasoned ranchers who wish to embark on their own cattle

ranching journey or expand their knowledge of this unique breed. Ogilvie's extensive experience

and hands-on approach ensure that readers gain valuable insights into every aspect of raising

Belted Galloways.

The book commences with an introduction to Belted Galloway cattle, highlighting their distinctive

appearance, historical significance, and adaptability to the Texan landscape. Ogilvie expertly

guides readers through various topics essential to cattle farming, including land selection,

fencing systems, pasture management, and shelter design. With his unique perspective as a

successful turf industry entrepreneur, Ogilvie offers innovative insights into optimizing the

interaction between Belted Galloway cattle and artificial turf, emphasizing their compatibility and
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These animals are truly

remarkable, I believe that by

raising awareness and

providing practical guidance,

we can contribute to the

growth and recognition of

Belted Galloways in the

cattle industry.”

Nick Ogilvie

mutual benefits.

Ogilvie's passion for Belted Galloways shines as he shares

his knowledge on acquiring and breeding these

magnificent animals. He emphasizes the importance of

selecting reputable breeders and maintaining genetic

diversity within the herd. Readers will gain valuable

insights into managing calves, nutrition, herd health, and

disease prevention, supported by practical tips and

strategies based on Ogilvie's firsthand experiences.

Moreover, Ogilvie explores the financial aspects of cattle

farming, marketing strategies, and selling Texan beef products. By delving into the business side

of the industry, he equips readers with the knowledge and tools needed to succeed in a

competitive market while promoting the benefits of Belted Galloway beef.

"I am excited to share my passion for Belted Galloway cattle and cattle ranching in general

through 'Texan Beef: A Beginner's Guide to Raising Belted Galloway Cows'," said author Nick

Ogilvie. "These animals are truly remarkable, and I believe that by raising awareness and

providing practical guidance, we can contribute to the growth and recognition of Belted

Galloways in the cattle industry. I hope this book inspires and empowers aspiring farmers to

embrace the unique qualities of Belted Galloway cattle and experience the rewards of

sustainable and profitable cattle farming."

"Texan Beef: A Beginner's Guide to Raising Belted Galloway Cows" is now available in both print

and e-book formats.

You can purchase the book on Amazon using this link https://a.co/d/0Pt4zBM
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